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This study reports an alternative method for measuring the magnetoresistance of unpatterned magnetic tunnel

junctions similar to the current-in-plane tunneling (CIPT) method. Instead of using microprobes, a series of

point contacts with different spacings are coated on the top surface of the junctions and R-H loops at various

spacings are then measured by the usual four-point probe method. The values of magnetoresistance and resis-

tance-area products can be obtained by fitting the measured data to the CIPT theoretical model. The test

results of two types of junctions were highly similar to those obtained from standard CIPT tools. The proposed

method may help to accelerate the process for evaluating the quality of magnetic tunnel junctions when

commercial CIPT tools are not accessible.
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1. Introduction

The development of magnetic tunneling junctions (MTJs)

mainly concentrates on raising magnetoresistance ratios

(MR) while reducing the values of the resistance-area

product (RA) [1, 2]. To measure MR and RA values, the

blanket wafers must usually be patterned into devices.

However, the involved lithographic process is expensive

and time-consuming because it is a multi-step process.

Accelerating the development period is critical for assess-

ing the quality of entire blanket wafers before patterning.

A newly proposed current-in-plane tunneling (CIPT) method

[3, 4] offers a rapid and nondestructive technique for

measuring both MR and RA values simultaneously. Unfor-

tunately, the commercial equipment is expensive and dedi-

cated. Furthermore, the microprobe tips are easily worn

out and vulnerable to rough film surfaces. In the present

study, we propose a compromised method that replaces

the expensive 12-point microprobes with a series of point

contacts of different spacings deposited onto the MTJ’s

top surface. Each contact connects to a probe pad through

a sensing lead. The conventional four-point probe method

can then be applied to the selected pads for R-H loops

measurements. Compared to the process of etching through

the whole MTJ stack to manufacture submicron-sized

devices, fabrication of these top contacts involves fewer

microfabrication steps and, thus, can accelerate the pro-

cess of quality evaluation. In addition, measuring MR

under various field directions and temperatures is more

flexible using conventional four-point probe platforms. In

particular, the proposed method can be directly applied to

perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions (pMTJs).

2. Experimental Details

The first sample MTJ thin film consisting of SiO2/

Ta(5)/Ru(40)/Ta(5)/CoFeB(4)/Mg(0.5)/MgO(0.5)/CoFeB

(4)/Ru(0.9)/CoFe(3)/MnIr(7.5)/Ta(3)/Ru(7)/capping-layer

(thickness in nanometers) was prepared using the dc
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magnetron sputtering method. The sample has the so-

called top-pinned junction architecture. The second sample

has a similar composition to Sample 1; however, unlike

Sample 1, Sample 2 is a bottom-pinned junction of the

structure SiO2/Ta(5)/Ru(40)/MnIr(7.5)/CoFe(2)/CoFeB(1)

/Ru(0.9)/CoFeB(4)/Mg(0.5)/MgO(0.5)/CoFeB(4)/Ta(5)/

Ru(7)/capping-layer. Following deposition, the samples

were coated with a SiO2 layer 60 nm thick on the top

surfaces. The SiO2 surface was observed by AFM to ensure

that no pinholes existed. The probe pads for macroscopic

four-point probe measurement were deposited by evapo-

ration on top of the SiO2 layer and were patterned using

photolithography. Finally, the Au point contacts, sensing

leads to probe pads, and via to MTJ surface for CIPT

measurement were defined using e-beam lithography and

patterned using reactive ion etch (RIE). The diameter of

the contacts was 1.5 µm and the spacings between the

contacts varied from 1.5 to 60 µm and were grouped into

three different classes as listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows

the image of the developed pattern of the point contacts

and probes. The magnetic properties of MTJ structures

were measured using an alternating gradient magneto-

meter (AGM). The R-H loops of various contact spacings

were measured using the four-point probe method with a

DC current ranging from 1 to 5 mA. The measurement

was repeated and averaged five times for each contact

spacing. Magnetoresistance ratios (MR) and RA values

were obtained by fitting the measured data to the CIPT

model [3].

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows examples of R-H measurement results for

Sample 1 at different probe spacings. Most results have

clear resistance change with applied magnetic fields, as

shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). However, a few measure-

ments result in highly noisy resistance variations. The

situation usually occurred when the contact spacing bet-

ween V+ and V− was much narrower than the spacing

between I+ and I− as shown in Fig. 2(c). Under such

configuration, the voltage difference between two voltage

probes was too small and, thus, exhibited a bad signal-to-

noise ratio (the background noise was approximately 3

µV in this experiment.). Moreover, similar to situations

when using smaller probe spacings in the CIPT micro-

probe measurement [4], possible positional errors in the

patterned Au contacts could also lead to noisy data at

smaller contact spacings.

From measured R-H loops, Rhigh, Rlow, and MRcip (de-

fined by (Rhigh–Rlow)/Rlow) can be obtained. The measured

Rlow and MRcip were fitted to the theoretical expression of

Eq. (2) in Ref. [3] by adjusting the four parameters RT,

RB, RA, and MR. Fig. 3 shows the measured and fitted

data for top-pinned Sample 1. From the figure, we can see

that the discrepancy between measured and fitted data is

somewhat larger than the reported results using micro-

probes [3]. This may arise from the fact that the deposited

contact size is much larger than the CIPT microprobe,

leading to the shunting of the current. However, the fit

results in MR = 120% and RA = 13.65 Ω-µm2, which are

highly close to the results measured by commercial CIPT

tool: MR = 122%, RA = 16.1 Ω-µm2.

For the bottom-pinned junction structure, the fit of

measured data for Sample 2 results in MR = 43% and

RA = 15.89 Ω-µm2 as shown in Fig. 4. Note that in this

Table 1. List of spacing between the patterned contacts.

Class Spacing between 12 contacts (unit: μm)

Narrow 4.5 3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.25 2.5 2.75

Standard 9.6 9.3 4.5 3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 5 5.7 12.4

Wide 60 24 15 6 3 3 3 3 9 12 39

Fig. 1. Image of the MTJ sample with a series of point con-

tacts and probe pads on top surface. The contacts are grouped

into three classes according to mean probe spacing: narrow,

standard, and wide (from left to right), respectively. Inset

(upper left): the magnified SEM image of the sample showing

the point contacts and connected sensing leads.
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case the sheet resistance of the bottom electrode RB (5.86

Ω/□) is close the value of the top electrode RT (6.89

Ω/□). The spacing for the maximal value of MRcip is

below the lowest spacing of the contacts and, thus, the

MRcip decreased with the probe spacing monotonously as

expected. The fact that the bottom-pinned MTJ had a

smaller MR ratio may originate from the rougher inter-

face induced by the MnIr layer [5, 6]. The measurement

using the commercial CIPT tool for the same sample

results in a higher MR ratio of 51% and a similar RA

value of 16.2 Ω-µm2. The results comparisons between

the patterned contacts and the standard CIPT method are

listed in Table 2. From the table, we can see that using the

current-in-plane tunneling measurement through patterned

contacts yields close results to those using the commercial

CIPT tool for both top and bottom-pinned junction struc-

tures.

4. Conclusions

In summary, an alternative CIPT method including de-

position of a series of point contacts on the top surface of

Fig. 2. The R-H loops measured with various probe spacings.

The combinations of space between four probes (in units of

mm) are: (a) 1.5, 1.5, 1.5; (b) 9, 3, 3; and (c) 7.5, 1.5, 3,

respectively.

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured data (solid line) with the the-

oretical fit (dashed line) for the top-pinned MTJ as a function

of mean probe spacing. The fit gives RT = 7.3 Ω/□ , RB = 1.35

Ω/□ , RA = 13.65 Ω-µm2, and MR = 120%.

Fig. 4. Comparison of measured data (solid line) with the the-

oretical fit (dashed line) for the bottom-pinned MTJ as a func-

tion of mean probe spacing. The fit gives RT = 6.89 Ω/□ , RB

= 5.86 Ω/□ , RA = 15.89 Ω-µm2, and MR = 43%.
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MTJ films and conventional four-point probe measure-

ment is proposed. Although evaluating speed is slower

than the dedicated commercial CIPT tool, the proposed

method involves fewer microfabrication steps and is still

much faster than conventional microfabrication processes

for submicron-sized devices.
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Table 2. Comparison of measurement results from the pat-

terned contacts and commercial CIPT tools.

Sample 1 Sample 2

RA (Ω-μm2)
patterned contacts 13.65 15.89

commercial CIPT tool 16.1 16.2

MR (%)
patterned contacts 120 43

commercial CIPT tool 122 51


